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Abstract. Cloud computing has the potential to dramatically reduce
the cost and complexity of provisioning information technology resources
for end users. However, to make it secure and privacy-preserving for end
users, additional technical safeguards must be added—the application
of strong cryptography is such a safeguard. The Horizon 2020 project
PRISMACLOUD surveys and advances several cryptographic protocols
and primitives usable to cryptographically address common cloud security and privacy issues. The cryptographic functionality will entirely be
encapsulated in five configurable tools, from which cloud services providing end-to-end security can be constructed. This approach relieves
cloud service designers from dealing with the complex and error prone
correct application of cryptographic functionality and shall spark the
emergence of a multitude of privacy and security preserving cloud applications for the benefit of the end-users—who will no longer have to
rely on contractual and legal instruments for ensuring, that privacy and
security is enforced by cloud providers on their behalf. In order to support the privacy-by-design development of the tools, we developed several
cloud security patterns for common critical situations in the cloud—in
the three fields of data storage in the cloud, user privacy protection and
data minimisation, and authentication of stored and processed data.
Keywords: cloud computing, privacy, security, user centric security, cloud
security pattern, end-to-end security, cryptography, security-by-design
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Introduction

1.1

Significance of Cloud Computing

Cloud computing3 is the major growth area in information and communication
technologies today, and with its huge processing capabilities and data storage
architectures, and with all the data which is amassed, and even created through
3
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its use, it is closely related to another major growth area in Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT), that of big data aggregation, processing
and analysis. With an estimated size of about 150 billion US-Dollar an enormous rush to move into cloud computing is observed [28] [23]. The American
business magazine Forbes has an overview of several forecasts and market estimates [13]. As a recent report by the Economist says: “Cloud technologies have
gone mainstream” [27]. Today’s biggest players to provide these capabilities are
in fact companies which have enormous financial power at their disposal and are
proficiently experienced in the field of ICT. They now aim at increasing revenue
and domination in the developing information age, and invest huge efforts in
the construction of new data centres and in new technologies for asserting their
leading positions.
The biggest cloud provider today [24], Amazon.com Inc., started as an online
book store in 1994 and has been generating enormous wealth as an e-commerce
retailer. Since 2006, Amazon offers public cloud services (Platform as a service—
PaaS, which it initially has developed to cater for its own retail infrastructures)
on a commercial basis. The second and third biggest providers are Microsoft
Corp. and Google Inc. (now the holding company Alphabet. Inc.) [24], who made
their fortunes in Personal Computer operating systems and office software, and in
search engines and internet advertising business, respectively. Besides the above
mentioned three cloud providers, there are many other providers and players
competing in this field over markets and governance of our future society.

1.2

Security Problems

In the history of ICT innovation several comparable situations are known, when
companies have rushed into a newly developing market, while at the same time
also shaping the market. In such a hurry, developments often do not respect the
requirements and needs of the end users—but rather the needs of the companies,
which want to grow quickly. The price in these situations is often paid by the end
users: Systems and services are made available on a large scale before the data
privacy and security concerns of the customers are fully addressed and resolved.
This situation, for valid reasons, keeps security aware customers currently
away from the cloud—be it because they are forced by regulation to guarantee
a certain degree of confidentiality for the data they are operating with (e.g.
in the health sector, or in e-government), or that they are just companies, or
individuals, who highly value the security of their data.
A comprehensive and authoritative Cloud Computing Security Risk Assessment is maintained by the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) [8, 9]. It references data protection risks, risks connected
to governance and control, as well as technical risks related to cloud computing.
Many of these risks can effectively be countered in the secure cloud services, that
can be built from the Prismacloud toolbox.
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Proposed Solutions to Improve Cloud Privacy and Security

The European Commission, in its endeavour to strengthen European competitiveness and in its struggle to maintain European sovereignty over the data which
is being moved to the cloud, has developed a proprietary European Cloud Computing Strategy [11], and supports the development of secure cloud systems in
their Horizon 2020 strategic programme [10] of which the project Prismacloud
[17] is a part. The Commission recognises the enormous cost reduction potential of a move to the cloud for companies and entities of all sizes. Foremost,
it recognises the strategic importance of a European share and participation in
the development and commercialisation of cloud computing products and services, and what is more, the strategic importance of maintaining sovereignty
by not losing “European data” to opaque conglomerates beyond European data
protection legislation and control.
Whether European research and development will be able to economically
contest with its American competitors on providing the basic cloud services on
a large scale is questionable: Today, almost the entire cloud business is based
in the United States of America, in the area of Seattle, Washington and in
California in the San Francisco Bay Area. It is also there, and in huge data
centres all across the United States, where the clouds are physically hosted, and
the data is stored and processed.4 European industries compete in the shadow
of the American market giants, like in many other major fields of ICT. Yet,
the European Commission sees an opportunity to focus on original European
strengths of data security and privacy protection for the benefit of the end-users
and customers.
The Prismacloud project will use a privacy-and-data-protection-by-design
approach [6] [16] and provide the advanced cryptographic tools (in form of a software library which can be parametrized in various ways) for implementing privacy and security aware services on top of a potentially untrusted cloud. Thus,
end users’ effective governance and control over the storage and processing of
their data shall be reinstated, following the spirit of the new European General
Data Protection Regulation which has been adopted in June 2016. The feasibility of the Prismacloud approach shall be validated in eight sample cloud
services which will be provided as reference implementations: Data sharing service, secure archiving service, privacy enhancing identity management service,
selective authentic exchange service, verifiable statistics service, infrastructure
attestation service, anonymisation service, and encryption proxy service. The
applicability of the services in real-world applications shall be verified in three
pilot applications in the fields of Smart Cities, e-Health, and e-Government.
4
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1.4

Contributions and Outline

This paper concentrates on the very tangible problem of how to practically
tighten and increase for end users the security and privacy of data and computations in cloud settings, by applying suitable cryptographic tools. The Prismacloud paradigm provides the tools encapsulating cryptographic protocols
and primitives, thus enabling the required end-to-end security—much in the
same way as encryption and digital signatures enable end-to-end security for
communications over untrusted networks. In order to secure the aspired results,
developers and application designers need to develop and use the suitable cryptographic tools right. To this goal, we developed nine cloud security design patterns, communicating and addressing the often conflicting requirements from
different actors and explaining which existing cryptographic building blocks can
be used to achieve the required functionalities.
In the Introduction (section 1) we framed the security context for end users
in untrusted clouds. In section 2 we provide an introduction to the capabilities
of design patterns in general by a historical approach on their evolution from
architectural design patterns through software design patterns to cloud security
patterns. In section 3 we present an overview of the nine patterns developed in
the framework of the Prismacloud project in the fields of (i) data storage in
the cloud, (ii) user privacy protection and data minimisation, and (iii) authentication of stored and processed data and go into detail for one pattern of each
of the three fields.5 In Section 4 we introduce the five configurable tools which
will be developed in the project, and list the cryptographic protocols and primitives they are composed of, as well as example services which can be built from
them. The services’ functionality and practicability will be evaluated by three
pilot applications in the fields of Smart Cities, e-Health, and e-Government by
project end. In Section 5 we present conclusions.

2

Design Patterns

2.1

Representation of Knowledge in Design Patterns

The Viennese Christopher Alexander, who has since 1963 been living and teaching in Berkeley, California, published his book “A Pattern Language: Towns,
Buildings, Construction” [1]6 in 1977, where he and his co-authors introduced
the concept of reusable design solutions for architectural problems. The idea
behind the architectural patterns is to provide a collection of proven solutions
for problems which occur over and over again. The 253 presented patterns contain the concentrated knowledge and experience of designers and are intended
to be reused. Alexander defines a pattern language as a collection of patterns
5
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from a specific domain. The proposed patterns were intended to be “alive and
evolving”. Alexander viewed them as “hypotheses”, as “current best guess”, to
be improved and possibly replaced with more profound patterns, as a result of
“new experience and observation”. The idea of design patterns was taken up
again in 1994 by computer scientists and especially software engineers who tried
to tackle the reusability of software with a software design pattern approach.
Reusability of software was then, after about 20 years of object oriented design,
a big issue. The resulting book “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable ObjectOriented Software” [14] has become a standard and has not lost its significance
and relevance in software engineering today. The problem setting in software
engineering is comparable to that in the field of architecture: Not to “solve every problem from first principles”, but instead use a proven solution to a design
problem.
The idea of design patterns was applied to other contexts as well. Security patterns, or security design patterns “codify basic security knowledge in a
structured and understandable way” [25]. They represent a practical means to
communicate end user needs and requirements. Security patterns are connected
to one or more specific security goals. The Internet Privace Engineering Network (IPEN) of the European Data Protection Supervisor supports “(re)-usable
building blocks, design patterns and other tools for selected Internet use cases
where privacy is at stake”.7 IPEN’s objective is “to integrate data protection and
privacy into all phases of the development process (. . . ) It supports networking
between engineer groups and existing initiatives for engineering privacy into the
Internet.”8 A comprehensive collection of security patterns which were discussed
at the annual “Pattern Languages of Programs” (PLoP) conferences since 1997,
is available on the homepage of the security researcher Munawar Hafiz (Auburn
University, Alabama, USA).9 It currently contains a catalogue of 97 security patterns. There is also on-going work on privacy patterns, which connect problems
to solutions within the context of user privacy. The ability of design patterns to
communicate and address the often conflicting requirements from different actors in different domains, is ideal for their application in designing information
privacy into information systems: “Privacy Patterns that span across usability,
engineering, security and other considerations can provide sharable descriptions
of generative solutions to common design contentions. Since patterns focus on describing the resolutions of contradictory forces in a design context, the pros and
cons of a specific solution can be easily debated. Unlike guidelines, regulations or
best practices, patterns are descriptive, rather than normative, facilitating discussion and debate and providing education rather than insisting on particular
solutions or practices” [7]. There are several websites online for joint develop7
8
9
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ibid.
www.munawarhafiz.com/securitypatterncatalog/index.php. Munawar Hafiz is
also author of several papers on security patterns, e.g. [15], which presents 4 design patterns that can aid the decision making process for the designers of privacy
protecting systems.
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ment of privacy design patterns, like privacypatterns.org by researchers of
the University of California, Berkeley, School of Law (funded with grants from
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and from the NIST, among others),
and the privacypatterns.eu—resulting from the European FP7 project PRIPARE (Preparing industry to privacy-by-design by supporting its application in
research).10
2.2

Assumptions and Categories for the Pattern Descriptions

The cloud security patterns do not represent “hard requirements” on cloud applications and services, the patterns represent more a way of communicating a user
need (and specifically a security need) to the system architects and developers
of the services in an informal way. The system architects and developers themselves shall read from the pattern the information enabling them to develop the
cryptographic building blocks in such a way, that the applications and systems
using these building blocks, satisfy end users’ security and privacy needs.
Different publications about security patterns (and about design patterns
in general) define the patterns along different categories. We have taken into
consideration the categories used in [1] [14] [25], as well the categories used on the
security pattern websites cloudcomputingpatterns.org and cloudpatterns.
org and have chosen a synthesis that seems suitable for us. We use the same main
categories as in Alexander’s et al. seminal pattern book [1] (problem, solution), as
do all the other sources and complement them with other categories (intention,
building block, consequences and countered threats).

3

PRISMACLOUD Cloud Security Patterns

3.1

Overview of Cloud Security Patterns

The nine cloud security patterns have been developed in the first year of the
Prismacloud project, in order to better understand the end user “situation”
currently prevailing in cloud storage and computing. In the practical project
context, the patterns will serve as additional input in the design phase of the
Prismacloud tools in another project work package. But the cloud security
patterns will also provide input to an “impact analysis of cloud usage for end
users”, a main deliverable of the project, providing guidance for corporate, governmental, and individual end users in their confrontation with cloud services.
The nine cloud security patterns have been designed to varying level of detail
and will, as design patterns are generally intended to be “alive and evolving”
[1], be further developed while the Prismacloud research activity continues.
Because of space constraints, we will present here only one selected pattern from
each of the categories (i) data storage in the cloud, (ii) user privacy protection
and data minimisation, and (iii) authentication of stored and processed data.
For the other patterns (which are not presented in detail), we give a summary
10
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description after the short introductions to the single fields, in order to telegraph
the basic “situation”, and the idea behind the solution.11
3.2

Field 1: Data Storage in the Cloud

The security of data at rest represents one of the most fundamental problems
regarding privacy. Too often data confidentiality is regarded as being easily fixable by “just employing client-side encryption”. While this solution is viable, it
requires the effort of a fully fledged infrastructure for managing cryptographic
keys in order to still enjoy one of the true cloud benefits—the ability to share
data with ease. There are two patterns in this specific field:
– Pattern 1: Secure cloud storage by default is applicable in any context where
a user wants to securely store or share data objects in a cloud infrastructure.
– Pattern 2: Moving a legacy application’s database to the cloud is applicable
when an end user wants to deploy an existing database to a public cloud.
We describe only Pattern 1 as an example in the following.
Pattern 1: Secure Cloud Storage by Default
Summary. Describes the qualities of a cloud storage service, as most users
would expect it when moving their digital assets to the cloud: The data in the
cloud storage remains readily available when needed, and dependably and securely confidential against the cloud provider and other tenants in the vicinity
of the cloud, as well as against other third parties which are not entitled by the
user to access the data. The data may easily be shared with others, and easily
be transferred to another cloud provider when the user wants to do so.
Intention. Provide a cloud storage service with strong confidentiality, integrity,
and availability, from which the cloud user can anytime effectively pull away the
stored data.
Problem. Currently, most cloud storage providers store the data either unencrypted, or apply encryption which remains completely under their control;
some cloud users locally encrypt their data before they store it in the cloud in
order to maintain the confidentiality of the data.
Whether the cloud provider encrypts or does not encrypt the data it stores,
the cloud provider has in practice full access to the data—if it is not encrypted by
the user in the first place. In many cases, especially in free-of-charge public cloud
services from the big cloud providers, the end users have to consent to terms-ofreference granting the provider full rights to the data (including rights to store,
11
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combine, or otherwise use the data in ways non-anticipated and not explicitly
consented to by the user, in order to be able to sell or commercialise the data in
any other imaginable way). Nevertheless, also in commercial cloud services, the
cloud provider has to be trusted to maintain the confidentiality of the data—
by not looking at the stored data itself, and by effectively protecting it against
access by unauthorised third parties. This includes all copies and replications
of the data which are created for availability purposes in all layers of a storage
architecture.
Also with respect to availability of data and of cloud services, the user is
dependent on the provider. There are cases known, where bankruptcy of a cloud
provider led to sudden loss of access to customer data. Deletion of data in clouds
is also a big issue and it is not sufficiently solved how an effective deletion of
data in all replications and backups can be achieved and substantiated.
When cloud users use end-to-end encryption to mitigate some of the mentioned problems and threats they are required to implement and maintain a
cryptographic key management system and an access control mechanism, with
all its known complexities and implications.
Solution. Cloud users do not want to give up their property rights and privacy rights on the data. Cloud users want to maintain full control over their
cloud storage by default. They want strong confidentiality guarantees by default, while being able to share data with other cloud users or with the cloud
provider at their own discretion. The data needs to be protected against loss
by some kind of redundancy in a way that the confidentiality remains upheld.
The cloud user wants to be able to withdraw the data from one cloud provider
and give it to another provider for hosting at any time without having to rely
on any form of cooperation with the cloud provider. The cloud user wants to
be sure that the data can be completely withdrawn, with no copies of the plain
information remaining at the provider.
Building Block. Prismacloud proposes the cryptographic storage solution
tool with increased practical usability for the secure, distributed storage of data.
This tool uses information dispersal, based on a secret sharing primitive [26, 2, 4].
Consequences and countered threats. The pattern secure cloud storage
by default counters almost all identified risks related to confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of stored data in the cloud and therefore constitutes a disruptive technology of highest potential. A cryptographically secure storage solution
can potentially entirely transform cloud provisioning world-wide. One new assumption which is introduced by this tool is the non-collusion assumption, i.e.
that sufficiently many of the cloud providers do not maliciously cooperate to discover the secret. This means, that the number of shares necessary to reconstruct
the secret in the threshold scheme of the information dispersal algorithm is a
crucial design parameter. The non-collusion assumption can only be substantiated by other assumptions on the trustworthiness of the single involved cloud
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providers. However, that risk can be deliberately reduced by continuous renewal
and replacement of the shares. This reduces the attack window for procuring
a sufficient number of shares for reconstructing the information. On the other
hand, the data owner does not have to rely on computational assumptions for
the confidentiality of the data. The pattern covers the following threats:
– Loss of governance with respect to losing the authority to effectively decide
about access to the data, about moving the data and deleting the data.
– Lock-in is effectively countered by the ability to exclude shares from the data
set and to generate new shares to be stored at a different providers.
– Many other technical risks are covered by the implicit encryption, e.g. isolation failure, management interface compromise, data protection failure,
insecure or incomplete data deletion, malicious insider.
– Availability improves as even in the case of one storage provider being
off-line, the secret still may be reconstructed with the shares from other
providers. On the other hand, if many providers would be off-line simultaneously, the reconstruction may (temporarily) not be possible.
The leakage of metadata, which occurs during storage and retrieval of the single
shares, and by synchronisation activity between the single storage providers
during share renewal, may still present a privacy problem.
3.3

Field 2: User Privacy Protection and Data Minimisation

Privacy protection requires to minimise the access to information following a
need-to-know principle, which means, that the cloud provider shall only have
access to what is needed to fulfil the delegated task. This is a known principle
with respect to data, but it also applies for the meta-data created through the
interaction of the user with the cloud. The most common interaction of a user
with a cloud is to prove that he or she is authorised to use a service, but doing
so shall not reveal more information than necessary, and shall not allow user
tracking by the cloud.
– Pattern 3: Non-identifiable and untrackable use of a cloud service has anonymity as its goal, and linkable data is to be completely excluded, while
in pattern 4 some information is revealed.
– Pattern 4: Minimise exposure of private data during authentication in the
cloud assumes that some information is revealed in order to get authorised,
but which information exactly is revealed, remains under the control of the
user.
– Pattern 5: Big data anonymisation is applicable when user privacy is at
stake in big data analysis.
The patterns 3 and 4 are closely related to each other—both are concerned with
effectively reducing the amount of data which is exposed during interaction with
cloud services and applications, and both can be realised with the cryptographic
building block of anonymous credentials. We describe pattern 4 as an example
next.
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Pattern 4: Minimise Exposure of Private Data During Authentication
Summary. Only expose the minimum amount of data necessary when authenticating for a cloud service. During the process of authentication, a user wants
to present some attributes, without revealing other attributes he or she may
additionally have. The user may also only want to prove the possession of an
attribute, or some quality of an attribute (e.g. a statement on a range it is
in) without revealing the exact value of the attribute. Moreover, the user may
want to show or prove attributes to different sites in a manner, that the single
showings cannot be linked to the same user.
Intention. The pattern wants to reduce the data which is unnecessarily exposed
during authentication situations.
Problem. Disclosing more data than necessary for performing or delegating a
specific task represents a severe privacy threat for the user. Such data is prone to
being accumulated and data-mined by the cloud provider and by other parties
eventually getting in possession of the data. For example, authentication for a
service in the cloud is often performed by the use of an identity certificate. The
user shows the certificate to the verifier who verifies the digital signature on
the certificate with the public key of a certifier. The verifier thus learns all the
data contained in the identity certificate, although for a proper authentication it
might be sufficient to access only a small subset of the data . Identity certificates
also make interactions attributable to the bearer of the identity certificate, i.e.
interactions can be tracked across services. All these side effects are problematic
from a privacy point of view and the principle of data minimisation actually calls
for avoiding such unnecessary disclosure of data in information infrastructure
transactions.
Solution. Authentication allows a claimant in a protocol to convince the verifier
that the required set of attributes is correctly held by the claimant. A solution
must enable this functionality without revealing any additional attributes and
potentially also without being able to link several interactions of the same user.
Building Block. Prismacloud proposes the flexible authentication with selective disclosure tool to achieve the desired solution. This tool could implement
the technology of “anonymous credentials” following [5].
Consequences and countered threats. The pattern allows an effective reduction of the amount of data which is revealed during authentication and other
transactions requiring the presentation of user data. The pattern enables, that
statements about the encoded attributes can be proven to a verifier without
revealing the values of the attributes. The pattern enables, that different credential shows are unlinkable or can be implemented to be unlinkable. If events
need to be linkable, it is possible to anonymously prove the possession of a
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pseudonym. The most important technical risks can be excluded because of the
cryptographic security of the primitives which are used for its implementation.
The current pattern is also effective for countering data protection risks. It allows
a fine grained control of which data is exposed to whom. It thus reduces risks
connected to the processing of personal data collected by the service provider
without effective necessity. It reduces the lack of transparency, and all the risks
involved by chain processing involving multiple processors and by moving data
between jurisdictions, especially also out of the control of a local data protection
regulation.
3.4

Field 3: Authentication of Stored and Processed Data

The patterns in this field are concerned with integrity of data and with a verifiable authentication of origin of data. This is particularly of interest when data is
entrusted to cloud systems outside the immediate control of the data owner. But
the rigidity of previously used data authentication schemes, e.g. digital signature schemes, did not allow to authorise certain subsequent modifications. Thus,
using them did increase the security of a cloud service, but still represented a
severe privacy threat as the authenticity proof required to show the entire authenticity protected data to the third party. Moreover, verifiable authenticity
is also required for the results of processing and for properties of the involved
infrastructures, which cannot be achieved with previously used schemes.
– Pattern 6: Protect the authenticity of a data set and possible subsets is applicable whenever data originates at a credible source and its trustworthiness
depends on (a) the source staying verifiably authentic and (b) the data being
subjected only to authorised subsequent modifications. It is applicable as a
substitute for integrity protection by standard signatures.
– Pattern 7: Authorise controlled subsequent modifications of signed data is
closely related to a pattern known as “delegation”. It applies whenever a
third party shall be authorised to do subsequent changes, for which the
verifier is able to cryptographically verify the authorisation by the original
signer. It maintains the confidentiality of processing steps and the original
data, as the verifier does not know the changes done nor the original data.
– Pattern 8: Controlling the correctness of delegated computations is relevant
whenever cloud providers are performing computations on data but cannot
be considered fully trustworthy or immune to attacks on data integrity.
– Pattern 9: Controlling your virtual infrastructures applies to situations where
a customer or end user rents a virtual infrastructure from a cloud service
provider. Using recently developed methods for representing the topology of
virtualised infrastructure as a graph and issuing a signature on that graph,
one can extend current audit procedures with a means for proving the correct
configuration of virtualised infrastructures.
In the following we will display Pattern 6 as a selected example.
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Pattern 6: Protect the Authenticity of a Data Set and Possible Subsets
Summary. It shall be possible to subsequently cloak and/or remove information from an authentic data set, e.g. a signed data structure, while attaining two
additional properties: (1) to protect the confidentiality of the information that
was removed, (2) to retain (or have only minimal impact on) the authenticity
guarantee of the remaining data.
Intention. The pattern allows for future subsequent removal of data from a data
set for which integrity and authenticity protection mechanisms such as digital
signatures are usually applied to protect the data set (1) against unauthorised
subsequent changes and (2) to authenticate the source of the data.
Problem. Currently well accepted and widely used standard digital signatures
do not support any subsequent editing of the data. Whether authorised or not,
it will be detected and as a result the integrity and authenticity can no longer
be established for the remaining unchanged data. Obvious and naı̈ve solutions
to the integrity problem exist, but offer no privacy with sufficient cryptographic
strength.12 Assume, a number of tests is carried out an a blood sample and a
report is being created, containing e.g., (1) blood sugar, (2) total cholesterol, (3)
haemoglobin, (4) vitamin D, (5) tuberculosis (TB). If only blood sugar, cholesterol and vitamin D (tests 1, 2, and 4) are given to the patient’s ecotrophologist,
the problem, generally also known as the document sanitization problem [19], is
how the remaining data is protected against malicious tampering and the credible source remains verifiable. Moreover, the removal must eliminate all traces
such that the ecotrophologist as a potential attacker is prohibited from reconstructing removed data. This must go as far as to even remove any trace that
there ever has been done a tuberculosis test (test 5), as it is only conducted
for patients in high risk groups or already treated for TB, which reveals private
information.
Solution. Employ a different set of cryptographic functionalities, or conventional digital signature schemes in a different way, such that malleability is enabled while authenticity for the remaining data and confidentiality of the removed data is preserved. The allowed modifications must be formally described
and the special digital signature for the data set is created. Subsequently the
authenticity of the modified data set can be verified, thus giving the cryptographic assurance about the origin of the modified data and that only allowed
modifications were made.
Building Block. Prismacloud proposes the flexible authentication with selective disclosure tool which enables transparent redactable signature functional12

Whenever the signature mathematically still depends on some removed data, like in
hash trees, they cryptographically do not offer a sophisticated level of privacy [3]
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ity [22], as e.g. to authorise a subsequent removal while keeping the authenticity
of the remaining data protected and to hide the fact that something was removed. The tool can be tailored, e.g. [3], to offer a similar legal assurance [29,
21].
Consequences and countered threats. The pattern combines the strength of
cryptographic end-to-end integrity protection with the ability to remove data for
data minimisation purposes. The pattern counters at least the following threats:
– Loss of data integrity: The remaining data is still integrity protected, any
unauthorised change will be detected.
– Loss of accountability: The origin of the remaining data can still be authenticated using the public key that is used for digital signature verification.
Further accountability depends on the tool and can be tailored.
– Data leakage: Unneeded data, if marked as removable, can be removed without reducing the remaining data’s verification of origin and integrity.
– Insecure or incomplete data deletion: Data requested to be removed is marked
as removable in an integrity protected data structure and can be removed
with no negative effects on the integrity of the other data. This removes a
potential hinderance to delete data at all occurrences.

4
4.1

PRISMACLOUD Tools
Introduction

The Prismacloud project proposes a set of five configurable tools, encapsulating several cryptographic protocols and primitives. Without exception, the
cryptographic protocols and primitives are either extensions or adaptations of
existing cryptographic protocols or primitives of Technology Readiness Level
[12] (TRL) 3 or higher. The novelty and added value of the project is, that the
single primitives are advanced to TRL 7 (“ system prototype demonstration in
operational environment”).
The encapsulation of complex cryptographic functionality shall leave the
complex and error-prone correct implementation and application to cryptographers and specialised software engineers and prevent likely mistakes by service
developers. The tools will be provided as a software library. The single tools can
be parametrised in various different ways and thus be customised for use in a
specific service. The services provide interfaces in form of (restful) application
programming interfaces (APIs) and are suitable to be deployed in the cloud.[18].
Table 1 presents which tools can be applied as solution to which patterns.
4.2

Prismacloud Tools and Employed Cryptographic Primitives

In the following, we provide a summary of the functionalities of the single tools
used in the single patterns, as well as the cryptographic protocols and primitives
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Field 1: Data storage in the cloud
Pattern 1: Secure cloud storage by default
Tool 1: Secure object storage tool
Pattern 2: Moving a legacy application’s database to the cloud
Tool 5: Data privacy tool
Field 2: User privacy protection and data minimisation
Pattern 3: Non-identifiable and untrackable use of a cloud service
Tool 2: Flexible authentication with selective disclosure tool
Pattern 4: Minimise exposure of private data during authentication
Tool 2: Flexible authentication with selective disclosure tool
Pattern 5: Big data anonymisation
Tool 5: Data privacy tool
Field 3: Authentication of stored and processed data
Pattern 6: Protect the authenticity of a data set and possible subsets
Tool 2: Flexible authentication with selective disclosure tool
Pattern 7: Authorise controlled modifications of signed data
Tool 2: Flexible authentication with selective disclosure tool
Pattern 8: Controlling the correctness of delegated computations
Tool 3: Verifiable data processing tool
Pattern 9: Controlling your virtual infrastructures
Tool 4: Topology certification tool
Table 1. Cloud security patterns and related cryptographic building blocks

they are based on. A detailed descriptions of the tools and primitives, including
references can again be found in [18].
Tool 1: Secure object storage tool. Prismacloud proposes to split the data
to be stored into a number of shares which are distributed to several cloud storage providers in a way, that no single provider can access the plain data, which
can only be reconstructed from a fixed number of shares. Under the assumption
that a certain number of providers do not maliciously cooperate, the secret sharing algorithm itself is considerably stronger than commonly used cryptographic
systems and is capable of long-term security [20]. Therefore, it can be applied
also in scenarios with highest confidentiality requirements, like in e-Health or
e-Government. It requires an explicit access control system to the split shares,
but then provides a kind of key-less encryption with provable security. The tool
allows checking the integrity of remotely stored shares without having to retrieve the shares first. It also solves the availability problem at the user level,
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without the need of explicit backups. Single shares can also be taken out of the
system and be replaced by newly generated ones. This prevents vendor lock-in
and, when shares are continuously renewed, enables long-term data security as
it minimises the chance of an attacker to get a sufficient number of shares for
reconstructing the information by attacking one cloud provider after the other.
The used cryptographic protocols and primitives are:
– Secret sharing schemes: A secret sharing protocol is used to split the information into several parts, of which any subset of a given number of shares
is necessary to access the information.
– Remote data checking: Allows for efficient checking of the availability and
correctness of remote shares
– Private information retrieval : Allows clients to retrieve data items from a
storage provider without revealing to the provider which items were retrieved
Tool 2: Flexible authentication with selective disclosure tool. Prismacloud supports the authentication of arbitrary messages (or documents).
This tools encapsulates cryptographic primitives to offer three abstract functionalities: authentication, selective disclosure, and verification. The data originator
authenticates by signing a message, together with a disclosure policy describing
which parts of the message can be selectively disclosed. Selective disclosure allows to disclose parts of the information from such a signed message to other
receiving parties. The verification functionality checks if only authorised modifications, i.e. modifications conforming to the disclosure policy, were done. The
selective disclosure is achieved by the concept of malleable signature schemes—
although the direct application of a selective disclosure primitive would also be
possible. The desired granularity of verification can be controlled by the signature primitive used. The cryptographic protocols and primitives are:
– Malleable signatures schemes: Allows to authorise subsequent modifications
of certain parts of the signed data without the signature losing its validity;
integrity against unauthorised modifications and authentication of origin are
as protected as by classical digital signatures.
– Attribute-based credentials: Provides anonymous authentication; a multishow credential system allows an arbitrary number of unlinkable showings.
– Functional signatures schemes: Allow to certify computations and processes;
allow to delegate signature generation to other parties for a class of messages
meeting certain conditions.
– Zero-knowledge proofs: Allow one party to convince another party of the
validity of a statement without revealing any more information than the
validity of the statement.
– Group signature schemes: Allow the signer to stay anonymously towards the
verifier as the verifier only sees a signature that is valid for a group of signers.
Tool 3: Verifiable data processing tool. This tool allows the verification of
results of computations on signed data, delegated to a computing cloud. When
a client gets back the result of the computation, he or she can efficiently decide
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whether the requested function was correctly applied to the data. The used
cryptographic protocols and primitives are:
–
–
–
–

Secret sharing schemes: see tool 1.
Malleable signatures schemes: see tool 2.
Functional signature schemes: see tool 2.
Zero knowledge proofs: see tool 2.

Tool 4: Topology certification tool. Current cloud audit procedures can be
extended with a means for proving security properties of virtualised infrastructures. An auditor (a human or a software agent) verifies an actual infrastructure,
represents it as a graph, and issues a digital certificate on the graph. A prover
component issues a zero-knowledge proof on the certificate, capable of convincing a cloud customer of the requested security properties, without revealing to
the customer actual details of the topology. The tool encompasses the following:
– Graph signature schemes: Allows digitally signing a set of vertices and edges.
– Zero-knowledge proofs: see tool 2.
Tool 5: Data privacy tool. This tool provides the functionalities of the following two cryptographic primitives:
– Format- and order-preserving encryption: Adds a layer of cryptography directly into the data fields of a database applications: Format preserving
encryption applies encryption in a manner such that the ciphertext has the
same format as the plaintext (e.g. a social security number is mapped to a
cryptogram with the format of a social security number).
– k-anonymity: K-anonymisation of data anonymises data in a way, that for
each entry, there are at least (k − 1) other entries, from which it cannot be
distinguished. While k-anonymity is a NP hard problem, new, more efficient
approaches to anonymising big sets of data have improved in efficiency and
are now capable of anonymising very large data sets.

5

Conclusions

In the current article we pointed out how cloud security patterns can be used
to support the privacy-by-design process of a large scale development effort for
reusable software tools, enabling the construction of privacy and security aware
cloud services. In this context, the patterns act as medium between two groups:
towards developers of cryptographic protocols and primitives, and to software
engineers they communicate the problems which need to be cryptographically
solved—and towards cloud service developers they convey which functionalities
of existing software libraries (“the tools”) can be re-used for the creation of
cloud services. In addition to a commonly employed requirements approach, the
cloud security patterns are used in the on-going H2020 Prismacloud project to
communicate the security requirements of involved stakeholders in a descriptive
and informal way, thus enabling an on-going discussion, resulting in a generative
approach towards resolving design contentions.
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